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Transforms 2D artwork 

Encourages creativity 
& innovation
Provides an instant on-screen 
reference throughout the design 
process allowing creative staff to 
experiment freely with substrates, 
surface finishes & artwork concepts.

Increase your “pitch to 
win” ratio
Gain a competitive edge by using 
photo realistic 3D visuals as part of 
your design pitch to prospective 
clients.

Integrates with Adobe® Illustrator®, increases your creativity , productivity,  provides value added services and improves client collaboration 

An easy transition from 
2D to 3D
Allows established 2D design teams 
to rapidly produce 3D mock-ups via 
seamless integration with Adobe® 
Illustrator®.

Brand Owners Packaging Designers



Into stunning 3D visuals

Provides a virtual 
pressroom
Simulates sophisticated print 
finishes allowing clients to preview 
the impact on the final product 
without committing to sample 
making or wet proofing.

Sustainable alternative 
to traditional mock-ups
Provides an eco friendly solution 
saving time and money whilst 
reducing your carbon footprint.
 

Improved time to market
Portable, interactive, 3D format 
allows e-delivery of design concepts, 
easing communication with global 
stakeholders whilst drastically 
condensing the approval cycle.
 

Integrates with Adobe® Illustrator®, increases your creativity , productivity,  provides value added services and improves client collaboration 

Pre-Press Converters
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RealVue 3D Packager Technical Specification

Key Features
Seamless integration with Adobe® Illustrator®.

Automated ‘Find cuts and folds’ algorithm & wizard.

Automated dieline fix including outline path to stroke.

Dieline editing tools.

Supports assembly of multiple objects.

Supports different artwork, substrates and special effects 
on front and back.

Comprehensive animation tools.

360 degree interactive view.

Curve editor.

Perforation editor.

Tab editor.

Transform.

Packaging meta data & weight calculation.

Labelling tools.

Substrates
Supports a wide range of substrates including carton, 
coated, uncoated, flute, reflective, clear.

Simulates media properties including side texture and 
thickness.

Surface Materials & Print Finishes
Metallics, Emboss / Deboss, Iridescent ink,  Opaque white 
ink, Spot varnish. 

Colour & Imported Bitmap, Glue marks, Plastic & Glass.

Import Formats
2D - DXF, PDF.

3D - VRML & IGES.

Export Formats
PVU - RealVue 3D Packager Viewer format (includes 
support for annotations).

3D PDF.

Hi Res image, PNG / JPEG.

Image Sequence, PNG / JPEG.

HTML.

3rd Party Integration
Integrates with other 3rd party applications via Adobe® 
Illustrator and Collada import / export.

Supported Platforms
Macintosh & Windows.

Product

RealVue 3D Packager A complete 3D visualisation tool, specifically designed for the creative needs 
of brands, artwork designers, agencies, pre-press and converters. Working in synchronisation with Adobe® 
Illustrator, RealVue 3D Packager simplifies the creation of complex packaging design concepts, producing an 
interactive 3D visual which simulates all aspects of the structural design and special print finishing effects, 
including opaque white ink, foils, varnishes and specialised substrates.

Incredibly easy to use and with a host of features included as standard, RealVue 3D Packager can be integrated 
with existing print/packaging workflows and collaborative soft proofing solutions. The import of dielines and 
export to other packaging/labelling and Adobe® Illustrator® is also supported. 
Intermediate and final 3D designs can be simply exported to clients and stakeholders via the internet or email  
and viewed in web browsers as fully interactive 3D visuals for comment and approval using the integrated 
mark-up tools.

   


